"Violent Rampages"

It's sad to see what this world has become.
All the killing people are doing is just plain dumb.
All the sad crimes done on people so young.
All this smoking is bad for your lungs.

All the harshful things we deal with is life.
It's like a lunge in the stomach with a sharpful knife.
Why should anyone witness any of these useless crimes
When all of this is just a waste of peoples time.

I wish there was something I could do to stop all these brainless acts.
Most people die of pointless attacks.
Blood flowing out of the body of an 13 year old so bright
Killed so harshly on that cold december night.

The wailing of his family scared and hurt.
Their little boy was buried 7 feet under the dirt.
If only they had a chance to say goodbye one last time.
What they did to him was a unforgettable crime.

The gang who did it to him should be ashamed.
Maybe they did it to him because he was stupid or lame.
That was no reason to take a young boys life.
He probably had a future planned with kids, pets and a wife.

Events like this is a reason why should should stop.
All these gangs are against each other like if there trying to get to the top.